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Original: English 
 

Report of the Meeting of the  
Online Reporting Technology Working Group (WG-ORT) 

(Online, 7-8 February 2023) 
 

 
1. Opening of the meeting 
 
The Chair, Ms. Terra Lederhouse, welcomed the participants to the Online Reporting Technology Working 
Group (WG-ORT).  
 
 
2.  Adoption of Agenda and meeting arrangements 
 
The Agenda was adopted and attached as Appendix 1. The List of Participants is attached as Appendix 2. 
The Chair announced that this would be her last meeting of the Working Group and that election of the Chair 
would be taken up under agenda item 10, Other Matters. The ICCAT Executive Secretary, Mr. Camille Jean 
Pierre Manel, welcomed the participants and briefly informed on the meeting logistics. 
 
 
3.  Appointment of Rapporteur 
 
Jessica Kerwin (Canada) was appointed as Rapporteur for day one and Eleni Bintoudi (EU) was appointed 
as Rapporteur for day two. 
 
 
4.  Review of ICCAT regulations with implications on the Working Group’s mandate 
 
The Chair reviewed the mandate of the Online Reporting Technology Working Group (WG-ORT) and 
provided an update on relevant decisions from the 23rd Special Meeting of the Commission held in 2022.  
The Commission adopted Recommendation by ICCAT on the application of the Integrated Online Management 
System (Rec. 22-17), which requires that CPCs (1) to register at least one user in IOMS; (2) submit Part I, 
Annex 1 and Part II, Section 3 of the Annual Report directly into IOMS beginning in 2023; and (3) use IOMS 
to submit additional reporting information in the future as new modules enter into production.  In addition 
to Rec. 22-17, Recommendation by ICCAT to continue the development of an Integrated Online Reporting 
System (Rec. 21-20) and Recommendation by ICCAT for the Development of an Online Reporting System 
(Rec. 16-19) remain in place to direct the work of the WG.   
 
 
5.  Status update of the Integrated Online Management System (IOMS) (Phases 2 and 3) 
 
The ICCAT Secretariat presented a short historical review of the IOMS since the foundation of this WG in 
2016 as established by Rec. 16-19, passing through the initial IOMS study and prototyping phases in 2017 
and 2018, respectively. As the development of IOMS has occurred across multiple phases, the ICCAT 
Secretariat provided a brief overview of each phase and the associated timelines. A detailed overview of the 
various phases can be reviewed in the WG-ORT workplan (Phases fixed start/end dates in Table 6, 
providing complementary information on IOMS phases). 
 
5.1 Review of current status  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat presented a review of the current IOMS development status and provided helpful 
statistics related to the first two years in production to allow the WG-ORT to better understand the 
improvements made and to identify potential weaknesses arising from the completion of the Annual 
Reports. 
 
  

https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2022-17-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2022-17-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2022-17-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2021-20-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2021-20-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2016-19-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2016-19-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2016-19-e.pdf
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Phases 1 and 2  
 
The outcome of the development of Phase 1 (two modules: IOMS core components; Annual Report manager 
[P1A1: Part I/Annex 1; P2S3: Part II/Section 3] (in production for general testing on 1 August 2021)) and 
Phase 2 (two modules: Vessel Manager containing the integration of UN/FLUX (development still ongoing, 
extended into Phase 3); Dynamic Help System), was evaluated by the WG-ORT. During both phases, IOMS 
developers also performed various tasks to ensure the proper functioning of the management system. These 
tasks include bug corrections, short/mid-term enhancements, and other fine-tuning to further improve the 
IOMS. During the first two phases, the ICCAT Secretariat was also engaged in two IOMS complementary 
tasks, the continuous user support (with two training courses held in 2022 and several CPC-ICCAT back-to-
back meetings), and the continuous IOMS overall maintenance (update of cloud servers, code refinements, 
automation processes, security, backups, etc.). 
 
Phase 3 
 
Phase 3 is ongoing, currently focusing mainly on the Vessel Manager module, including the integration of 
UN/FLUX (the latter financed by EU). This module, with its several components and functionalities, 
including the integration of UN/FLUX, has been and continues to be under heavy development and was 
carried over from Phase 2 due to its complexity and the anticipated delays associated with the prioritization 
of the launch of the IOMS into production in August 2021. Regarding the integration of UN/FLUX in the 
Vessel Manager module, two implementation documents (vessel registration and fishing authorizations) 
are now being drafted by EU and ICCAT. These documents contain all the specifications and business rules 
for the vessels and authorizations managed inside the IOMS. The enhancements to the dynamic help system 
module (generalising it to serve existing and future modules), which is also financed by EU, are virtually 
complete (requiring only minor adjustments) with the most recent version already functioning in the IOMS. 
From now on, only the content of each module (manuals in the three ICCAT official languages) will be 
updated as the IOMS development progresses. Three additional modules were planned for the second year 
of Phase 3, including the Port manager, the T1NC (nominal catches) manager and the compliance tables 
manager. However, due to the additional time needed to develop the Vessel Manager module and the 
UN/FLUX integration in it (estimated to be approximately 10 additional months), the WG agreed to defer 
some of this planned work to later phases (see workplan discussion in section 8.3). 
 
Submission of Annual Reports via IOMS in 2021 and 2022 
 
In the second year of the IOMS in production, the majority of the 2022 Annual Reports were submitted using 
the IOMS.  In review of the number of CPCs that submitted 2021 and 2022 Annual Reports (details in 
Table 1) via IOMS, great progress was observed, with the submission rate increasing from 70% (40 of 57 
CPCs) to 77% (44 of 57 CPCs) for Compliance (P2S3) sections. For Statistic (P1A1) sections, there was also 
a substantial increase, from 68% (39 of 57 CPCs) to 77% (44 of 57 CPCs). As more CPCs submit the relevant 
sections of their Annual Report via IOMS, there has been a commensurate decrease in the number of uploads 
made by the ICCAT Secretariat (reduction of 40 in 2021 to 6 in 2022) in both sections. The incomplete 
reports stored in the IOMS have decreased slightly (4 to 3) and the number of Annual Reports not yet stored 
in the IOMS (pending) were also reduced (P1A1: 13 to 10; P2S3: 14 to 10). The incompleteness (5% of a 
total of 57) and pending (18% of a total of 57) cases (detailed in Table 2), can only be solved by the 
respective CPCs with the support of the ICCAT Secretariat. At the time of presentation, the WG-ORT was 
informed by the ICCAT Secretariat that five CPCs (Angola, Ghana, Guinea Republic, Syria, and Colombia) had 
not yet registered any user in the IOMS. The WG-ORT recommended that the ICCAT Secretariat together 
with WG-ORT Chair to contact these five CPCs as soon as possible in order to register at least one user in 
the system, consistent with Rec. 22-17 paragraph 1. 
 
IOMS Budget 
 
Regarding the budget of the IOMS, the ICCAT Secretariat elaborated that currently the team that is devoted 
to the IOMS comprises 2 developers that are funded by ICCAT’s regular budget (agreed biennial; currently 
at about €200,000/year) plus 1 developer that is currently funded via the voluntary contribution of the EU.  
Furthermore, there are two additional main roles that the IOMS team carries out besides the development 
of the IOMS: maintenance and user support. Maintaining these three important roles with the current team 
is unsustainable in the long run. The ICCAT Secretariat stressed that it is imperative to request an increase 

https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2022-17-e.pdf
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in ICCAT’s regular budget for the IOMS, with the goal of having a permanent team of highly specialised 
dedicated IOMS experts comprising optimally three or four developers.  Options discussed included: 
 
1) Option 1 (short-term): extend to 3 experts (50% increase in the regular budget dedicated to IOMS). An 

increase of €100,000/year. 
 
2)  Option 2 (mid/long-term): extend to 4 experts (100% increase in the regular dedicated to IOMS). An 

increase of €200,000/year. 
 
The WG-ORT acknowledged that the IOMS is a large, long-term project that requires more than the current 
available capacity and funding (covering 2 software developers working full-time) to deal with the three 
major operational tasks (new development, maintenance, user support). IOMS development has been 
supported by an annual budget, as well as supplementary support from individual CPCs that is greatly 
welcomed but cannot be guaranteed on an annual basis.  These supplemental funds provided as a voluntary 
contribution allowed the ICCAT Secretariat to hire an additional expert during the last two years. 
Considering the increasing scope and functionality development needed to support the work of the 
Commission, additional staff support and a more consistent, sustainable budget are required in order to 
ensure timely development of current and future planned phases. The WG-ORT discussed potential budget 
increases that it could request from the Commission at the next Annual Meeting.  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat informed that, due to the crucial importance of the IOMS in the ICCAT’s long-term 
working model (the largest amount of information managed by ICCAT will be centralised and managed by 
the IOMS), option 2 favours the IOMS development in two major aspects: increased resilience (duplication 
of back-end and front-end expertise), and potential to accelerate the development process timely, efficiently 
and sustainably. The WG-ORT agreed to advance Option 2. The WG Chair will present a budget request that 
reflects this option to the Compliance Committee and STACFAD at the 28th Regular meeting in November 
2023. Furthermore, the WG-ORT highlighted that it would be best if the roles inside the IOMS team were 
more distinct and clear and the boundaries between developments in the IOMS and all other roles were 
more clearly set. The WG-ORT agreed that such a budgetary request would include this level of detail. 
 
5.2  Potential enhancements based on the current knowledge 
 
The ICCAT Secretariat presented to the WG-ORT a list of potential enhancements (eleven in total) aimed to 
improve the functionality of the IOMS. These suggestions, gathered during 2022, were mostly proposed by 
IOMS users, including the ICCAT Secretariat. Each potential enhancement was assessed by the WG-ORT in 
terms of usefulness, development cost (time), and the feasibility of implementation, without affecting the 
workplan. The ICCAT Secretariat recalled the need of the WG-ORT to decide if these suggestions are useful 
as some of them could be expensive and time consuming to develop. While some enhancements are 
complete (suggestions 1 and 2) or nearing completion (suggestions 4, 8 and 9), it was requested that a cost 
and time summary be provided to the WG-ORT before the remaining suggestions were considered for 
adoption. The ICCAT Secretariat prepared a list of all the suggested enhancements (see Table 3 below) 
containing these indicators. Of the remaining enhancements requiring a decision (suggestions 3, 5, 6, 7, 10 
and 11), the WG-ORT chose to adopt all of them, with the exception of suggestions 7 and 11. The former was 
deemed as “Not Applicable” as the current version already takes this into account.  The latter was not 
adopted as the WG-ORT chose to maintain all traceability whenever data were edited by the ICCAT 
Secretariat staff (at the request of the CPC/original submitter). These decisions, as shown in Table 3 below 
and described above, were adopted by the WG-ORT with adoption of this report. The progression of the 
enhancement work will be made intersessionally.  
 
Suggestion 10 in particular, was discussed in detail and the WG-ORT agreed that the language should be 
changed from a negative response (Not Applicable: Yes/No) to a positive (Applicable: Yes/No). Its 
implementation would require updates to the IOMS (database code, form template) and to the ICCAT 
Guidelines for the preparation of Annual Reports (Ref. 12-13). This enhancement, planned to be made 
intersessionally, should be ready for the submission of the 2023 Annual Reports.  In addition, the ICCAT 
Secretariat agreed to work with the Compliance Chair to confirm those reporting requirements for which a 
“No” response is appropriate (to “Applicable: Yes/No”). It was also noted that any “No” response must be 
accompanied by an explanation.  If no explanation is provided, the report should be flagged as incomplete 
or the IOMS should require the entry of an explanation to save and submit the report.  
 

https://www.iccat.int/en/SubmitCOMP.html
https://www.iccat.int/en/SubmitCOMP.html
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An additional ongoing enhancement is related to the improvement of the Annual Report “standard 
responses”, which are mandatory when a given data requirement does not apply to a given CPC. The first 
version of the standard responses was completed by the ICCAT Secretariat in 2022, aiming to be integrated 
in the IOMS in time to be used in the 2022 Annual Reports. This goal was achieved, but the ICCAT Secretariat 
recommended a revision by the WG-ORT. In this regard, the Chair of the Compliance Committee (Derek 
Campbell, USA) offered his assistance, with the support of the ICCAT Secretariat, in revising and 
complementing the existing standard responses.  
 
5.3  Review of the 2023 ICCAT data requirements for IOMS integration 
 
With the new management measures adopted by the Commission in 2022, new reporting requirements will 
enter into force by the time of submission for the 2023 Annual Reports and some reporting requirements 
will no longer be required. These updates are included in the 2023 List of Reporting Requirements, which 
were already uploaded to the IOMS. The list includes a total of 168 requirements (122 compliance 
requirements and 46 statistical requirements). The main differences between the new 2023 requirements 
and those of 2022 can be seen in the first two charts on the IOMS main dashboard. The requirement list of 
any year can also be exported in EXCEL (an example given by the ICCAT Secretariat: the 2023 compliance 
and statistical requirements can be found in the shared meeting folder in NextCloud). During the 
demonstration, the ICCAT Secretariat noted some data are deemed “mandatory.”  
 
5.4  Update to dynamic help system enhancements (1 year: April 2022 - March 2023) 
 
The ICCAT Secretariat provided a brief presentation and informed the WG-ORT that the enhancement work 
on the Dynamic Help System is nearly complete. The ICCAT Secretariat then provided a few examples of the 
functionality of the improved dynamic help system. From now on, only the help content of each module 
(XML documents: 1 manual per module in the 3 official languages of ICCAT) are required to be made in the 
case of new modules, or updated in the case of existing modules with changes in functionality. 
 
 
6.  Review of IOMS roles and user rights in data access 
 
The ICCAT Secretariat gave a presentation on the updated user roles and rights for accessing data in the 
IOMS. New roles included: CPC Flag Administrator, CPC Flag Officer and ICCAT Chair. The user rights were 
updated with higher level of detail (user rights per module/section/element) for IOMS core, Annual Reports 
module, as well as the new Vessel Manager module. The final user roles and rights (see Tables 4 and 5 
below) were adopted by the WG-ORT with adoption of the meeting report.  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat demonstrated how a CPC administrator can access all CPC Annual Report data. The 
ICCAT Secretariat suggested developing a functionality that allows an IOMS user to export the information 
of the Annual Reports of all CPCs of one given year.  The Chair agreed this functionality would be useful if it 
is exported in a usable format.  The Chair of the Compliance Committee supported this proposal, considering 
it very useful for a broader combined analysis of all the CPCs. The WG-ORT concluded that the IOMS 
developers should work towards completion of this task intersessionally.  
 
There was also discussion on what data should be available and how for non-CPCs and the general public, 
with the aim of maintaining transparency. The ICCAT Secretariat recalled the main goal of the IOMS (to 
manage the ICCAT data provision in a centralised database). Opening the system up to the public could 
amount to thousands of potential new users, which would entail additional complexity and scaling up the 
IOMS cloud infrastructure. Given that the IOMS serves are used to submit and store data, one solution 
offered by the ICCAT Secretariat was to publish the data online using the IOMS as the source of these data. 
This solution would result in a similar product to what is currently available to the public, so the Annual 
Reports and other data that are published on the ICCAT website.  This way the IOMS cloud infrastructure 
would not be overwhelmed and implementation would be neither time consuming nor costly. The WG-ORT 

https://www.iccat.int/en/SubmitCOMP.html
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responded positively to this option and the Chair stated that this issue should be monitored while a 
workable solution that does not increase the cost and the server load significantly is being developed. 
 
 
 
 
7.  UN/FLUX system explained (vessel record and beyond) 
 
A representative of the European Union gave a presentation on the UN/FLUX standard. It is a harmonised 
and unattended way to exchange any kind of fisheries information between stakeholders. The ICCAT 
Secretariat presented its current work on the integration of UN/FLUX into the IOMS Vessel Manager module 
(up and running: ICCAT’s FLUX_TL end node; currently in progress: drafting the 2 Implementation 
Documents (all specifications and business rules for the vessels and authorisations that are managed inside 
the IOMS) in close collaboration with EU). Regarding the voluntary contribution of EU, the ICCAT Secretariat 
informed that it is currently working with EU towards the approval of this year’s grant, which specifically 
targets both the Vessel Manager module and the integration of UN/FLUX. As many meeting participants 
were new to the WG-ORT, the Chair confirmed that while some CPCs can benefit from the UN/FLUX 
integration into the IOMS, the use of UN/FLUX is not mandatory and that the IOMS also has the options of 
either online or offline manual completion of the forms. One CPC further inquired into the authorization 
process for vessels fishing for ICCAT species. The ICCAT Secretariat provided helpful clarification as to the 
scope of the authorization and the role of the module in fulfilling reporting obligations for the Commission.  
 
 
8.  Update and approval of the IOMS workplan  
 
8.1 Review of the current modules in development and planned  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat reviewed the current status of Phase 3 – year 1. The enhancement of the Dynamic 
Help System module is virtually completed (IOMS developers are finalizing tests and tuning). Moving 
forward, only the help content of each module will be continuously updated, as required. The Vessel 
Manager module (including the UN/FLUX integration) is currently under heavy development. 
 
The ICCAT Secretariat presented a demonstration of the Vessel Manager module and welcomed the CPCs to 
share their feedback. The ICCAT Secretariat also clarified that, regarding the Vessel Manager module, the 
policy for the access rights to data remains unchanged (see Table 5 for details) and that certain business 
rules apply for data quality control.  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat presented the progress made so far on the Vessel Manager module, which is currently 
only available in the ICCAT development/testing environment. The module consists of five sections. The 
"Registered Vessels" section shows a table with the number of active, inactive, and inoperable vessels by 
flag. The "Vessel Authorizations" section shows the number of authorizations by flag and type of 
authorization list. The "Vessel Dashboard" section includes two vertical bar charts that represent the data 
of registered vessels and vessel authorizations. The ICCAT Secretariat mentioned that more charts will be 
added as required. In these three sections it is possible to filter by a particular flag or export the data in the 
desired format. The Owners and Operators section is a master management component accessible only by 
ICCAT Secretariat users (administrators and officers) and will be very useful in the future for detecting 
duplicates in user records. Finally, the most complex section, "Vessel Management", was discussed, which 
for the moment allows viewing the details of all vessels or filtering them by a given flag. The detailed view 
of a vessel was also explained;  it was indicated that the functionalities for updating, creating, and restoring 
vessels are still under development. One CPC requested further clarifications regarding the permission 
system for viewing vessels and authorization lists. It was clarified that only the ICCAT Secretariat users can 
view and edit all vessels and authorizations. The CPC users will have permission to add/edit only the vessel 
information associated with their CPC flags and a flag CPC user will have permission to add/edit only the 
vessel information of their respective flag. One CPC requested to include, if possible, a chart in the 
"Dashboard" section in order to represent the authorization lists by catch. The ICCAT Secretariat indicated 
that it had to study the feasibility of such a chart. The Chair of the WG-ORT asked whether the current 
website would be taken down, which would limit the accessibility to the database. The ICCAT Secretariat 
explained that the data can be published on the ICCAT website after it has been received and processed in 
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the IOMS. The usefulness of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and web services was highlighted 
here as an important way to continue maintaining transparency. 
 
8.2 Proposal of new modules for Phases 3 and 4  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat proposed a new Form Manager module (still at concept phase) to manage and track 
all the ICCAT standard electronic forms (initially, only the ones of type CP, ST and TG) that are reported by 
the CPCs. This proposed module would allow the forms to be collected and stored in a standardized and 
centralized process, i.e., to use it to handle all the events associated with each form (form upload, data 
validation, data storage, ICCAT Secretariat’s final approval, etc.) inside the IOMS. Regarding the resources 
required, the ICCAT Secretariat confirmed that the development of this new module would not affect the 
development of the Vessel Manager module (including the integration with UN/FLUX). It will be developed 
in parallel with the Vessel Manager module functionality that handles the offline completion (of ICCAT form 
CP01) process, which will benefit both modules due to technical and functional synergies (e.g.: CP01 form 
in EXCEL, will require capabilities such as import, read, validate, export, others) of both modules. This 
module was particularly welcomed by the Chair of the Subcommittee of Statistics, with CPCs also offering 
their support. The inclusion of the Form Manager module in the IOMS roadmap was accepted by the WG-
ORT by consensus. One CPC requested further details on this module, when the complete specifications are 
made. The Chair of the Subcommittee of Statistics informed that similar modules are already in use in other 
RFMOs (IOTC, GFCM) and proposed that the Form Manager module should not be limited to handle 
Microsoft file formats (EXCEL) but should also consider standard CSV formats, in order to allow the future 
use of R-CRAN scripts for uploading data to the IOMS, which will potentially increase automation. The ICCAT 
Secretariat agreed to study and verify its feasibility in the near future. The ICCAT Secretariat also offered 
additional benefits of the Form Manager module, such as auto-completing sections of the Annual Reports 
upon submission of the relevant forms.  
 
8.3  Rescheduling the IOMS roadmap for Phase 3 and Phase 4 (module priorities)  
 
The WG-ORT used the latest adopted workplan (Table from 2022 Report of the Meeting of the Online 
reporting Technology Working Group, WG-ORT) as the basis for rescheduling phases 3 and 4. 
 
The Vessel Manager module (including the integration of UN/FLUX) was extended into the second year of 
Phase 3 maintaining priority 1 and is expected to go into production for general testing in October-
November 2023. The new Form Manager module was also inserted into the second year of Phase 3 
(priority 1), as the second priority after the Vessel Manager module (including the integration of UN/FLUX). 
This entailed that the Port Manager module was deferred to the end of Phase 3 (year 2) and T1NC (nominal 
catches) Manager and Compliance Tables Manager modules were moved from Phase 3 to Phase 4. The Shark 
and Billfishes Check Sheets module has advanced from Phase 4 (priority 1) to Phase 3 (maintaining priority 
1); a study on the possibility to reuse the code that is already developed for the Annual Reports module was 
proposed by a CPC. The ICCAT Secretariat will study this code-reuse potential in detail and present it at the 
next meeting. Another CPC expressed the opinion that the IOMS roadmap would be more efficient if a more 
elaborate standardised methodology was employed (workload required for each module to reach 
production, targeted human resources and funding, detailed time plan, risks, etc.). The ICCAT Secretariat 
agreed and committed to study and improve the roadmap structure.  
 
The updated workplan presented in Table 6 below, was adopted by the WG-ORT with the meeting report 
adoption.  
 
The Chair reminded the participants that there was a correction pending for the IOMS Roadmap table in the 
‘Status Report for the Online Reporting Technology Working Group for 2022’ [COC_320/2022 – Annex 1, 
dated 15 November 2022]. The ICCAT Secretariat informed the WG-ORT that, after confirming the feasibility 
of correcting a document (COC_320/2022) presented to the Commission without major implications, the 
correction was already made to the final version that is included in the Report of the Biennial period, 2022-
23 (2022), Part I, Vol. 1.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Meetings/Docs/2022/REPORTS/2022_WG_ORT_ENG.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Meetings/Docs/2022/REPORTS/2022_WG_ORT_ENG.pdf
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8.4 Planning the training for IOMS users (training courses, workshops)  
 
The WG-ORT agreed that the next training session for IOMS users will be 5 October 2023. The subject of the 
training will be the Vessel Manager module so that the CPCs can initiate testing. The ICCAT Secretariat noted 
that it would be pleased to continue to offer the complementary CPC user support for submitting Annual 
Reports with 1-day back-to-back (ICCAT-CPC) online training sessions on specific subjects, upon request. 
The ICCAT Secretariat stressed that there are still a few CPCs that have not yet registered any user in the 
IOMS, which is a mandatory requirement to receive IOMS user support. In addition, online recordings of the 
2022 workshops on IOMS training remain available for CPCs to review.  
 
To facilitate the planning and development of the 2024 meetings calendar, the WG-ORT decided to hold two 
additional training sessions in 2024. The exact dates will be agreed at the next intersessional WG-ORT 
meeting. 
 
 
9.  Status update of the GEF-ABNJ II project on the IOMS (4 years starting in 2023)  
 
ICCAT applied for 5 capsules (sub-projects), under the Phase II of the Common Oceans ABNJ Program and 
the Tuna Project (GEF-ABNJ Tuna II); Capsule 2 (project: “Enhancement of Online Reporting (OR) systems”) 
was associated with the IOMS. This complementary project aims to enhance the IOMS through the 
development of extensions (standard RESTful public APIs – web services) for automatic data 
interoperability, with a focus on public data provision (one-way standard data to be consumed by any “end 
user”). The “end user” has a large spectrum of possibilities ranging from a single user who wants to 
download this information, passing through a web site that wants to publish it, to complex projects wanting 
to use more than one type of dataset. Two major end users of ICCAT information stored in the IOMS will be 
the ICCAT website and the TUNA-ORG website. Other end users considered are the 5 t-RFMOs and their 
CPCs, FAO (e.g.: Global Tuna Atlas), and virtually any potential stakeholder.  
 
The GEF-ABNJ Tuna II total budget delivered to the IOMS development of extensions is nearly €500,000 
and is planned for a total duration of five years. The effective development cycle accounts for about four 
years. The beginning of the project, planned for the second half of 2022, was delayed by about one year 
(GEF-ABNJ II restructuring) and is now planned to start in the second half of 2023. During this delay, ICCAT 
made adjustments to the periodic progress report indicators (quantitative measures scoring the project 
evolution over time) to reflect the 2023 IOMS development status. Three indicators (instead of 1), redrawn 
to be obtained automatically from the IOMS, will now be used on the bi-annual project progress reports to 
FAO. 
 
The ICCAT Secretariat confirmed that this project will not affect the IOMS workplan, given that an additional 
developer will be hired via the GEF-ABNJ Tuna II. The WG-ORT acknowledged the importance of this project 
on the IOMS public data dissemination process, with benefits to ICCAT and many potential “end users”. 
 
 
10.  Redundancy on data requirements  
 
10.1 Status update on “elimination of redundancy”  
 
The elimination of redundant requirements is one of the main long-term tasks stated in the ToRs of the WG-
ORT (Recommendation by ICCAT to continue the development of an Integrated Online Reporting System 
(Rec. 21-20) para 2b). The ICCAT Secretariat presented a status update on the topic, noting its high 
complexity.   
 
The ICCAT Secretariat has received feedback from multiple CPCs on this subject. Overall, little progress has 
been made since the last Meeting of the Online Reporting Technology Working Group (WG-ORT). However, 
the ICCAT Secretariat has continued its work on the characterisation/classification of the structures of each 
data requirement (similarities, differences, complementarity, overlapping, etc.). An example was given in 
relation to two annual catch provisions of previous years (S:GEN03 – Task 1 nominal catches; M:GEN03 – 

http://www.iccat.int/
http://www.tuna-org.org/
http://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2021-20-e.pdf
http://www.iccat.int/Documents/Recs/compendiopdf-e/2021-20-e.pdf
https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Meetings/Docs/2022/REPORTS/2022_WG_ORT_ENG.pdf
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compliance reporting tables), each one aimed to provide similar data but with incompatible structures 
(number of fields/characteristics, level of detail) and metrics (examples: as opposed to S:GEN03 with all the 
quantities caught/landed/discarded clearly in “live weight”, these quantities are not always clearly defined 
in M:GEN03 (various options: live weight, dressed weight, gilled & gutted weight, etc.); unclear 
definition/differentiation of the catch component in M:GEN03: only landings, landings + dead discards, etc.). 
In order to eliminate redundancies, the ICCAT Secretariat highlighted that the ICCAT reporting 
requirements would need to be synchronised, which would be a very complex exercise. The example 
described above will serve as the basis for the elaboration of the WG-ORT strategic plan to eliminate 
redundancy on data provision.  
 
10.2 Strategic plan to eliminate redundancy  
 
The ICCAT Secretariat’s next goal is the first draft of the Guidelines for the Strategic Plan on redundancy 
elimination, using as reference the 5 points agreed at the last WG-ORT intersessional meeting (copied below 
from 2022 Report of the Meeting of the Online Reporting Technology Working Group, WG-ORT). The ICCAT 
Secretariat will continue working on this intersessionally.  
 

1. Define redundancy: “similar information required by different data requirements with slightly 
different structures”;  

 

2. For all 2022 data requirements, study all the data structures and identify similarities between 
them (structural level);  

 

3. For similar groups, check if, with minor adjustments on data structures, the data requirements 
can be merged; 

 

4. Analyse the implications on the existing “ICCAT regulations” (Recommendations, Resolutions, 
etc.);  

 

5. Prepare a “consolidated response” to the Commission.  
 

11. Intersessional work required in 2023 (Group and ICCAT Secretariat)  
 
In addition to the various IOMS enhancements discussed/adopted (summarized in Table 3 below) the WG-
ORT together with the ICCAT Secretariat has planned the following list of intersessional work: 
 

a. Review and approve1 updated user roles and rights (especially for the Vessel Manager module 
and flag States). 

b. Review and approve1 modifications to the workplan.  
c. Review and adopt February 2023 meeting report. 
d. ICCAT Secretariat to review the possibility of using annual report module to complete shark and 

billfish check sheet at an earlier date (before the next WG-ORT intersessional meeting). 
 

e. Plan and participate in Vessel Manager module training and testing (planned October 5, 2023) 
f. Draft and approve budget increase request to present to COC and STACFAD in 2023 (in advance 

of 90 days deadline/June 2023). 
g. ICCAT Secretariat to continue the study potentially redundant reporting requirements with the 

aim of developing a strategic plan to eliminate such redundancies (show progress at next 
meeting). 

h. Review and provide feedback on the standard responses of the annual report (31 July 2023 with 
assistance from the Chair of the Compliance Committee). 

i. ICCAT Secretariat to continue developing the ability for IOMS users to export all Annual Reports 
for a given year (prior to 15 September 2023). 

 
 
12.  Other matters  
 
The Chair requested nominations for her replacement. Canada nominated Dr Bryan Keller (USA). The 
nomination was seconded by the European Union (EU), Japan, and United Kingdom. Dr Bryan Keller (USA) 
was elected as the new Chair of WG-ORT by consensus. 
 

 
1 Approval will be undertaken as part of the adoption of this meeting report.  

https://www.iccat.int/Documents/Meetings/Docs/2022/REPORTS/2022_WG_ORT_ENG.pdf
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13.  Adoption of report and adjournment 
 
It was agreed that the report would be adopted by correspondence. The Chair adjourned the meeting. 
Table 1. Number of 2021 and 2022 Annual Reports stored in the IOMS by category (Compliance, Statistics), 
completion rate (0% to 100%), and completion source (CPC, Secretariat, pending). The total number of 
expected Annual Reports is “57” (52 Contracting Parties + 5 non-Contracting cooperating), in each category 
(P1A1: Part 1/Annex 1, P2S3: Part 2/Section 3). Shaded light-blue cells, indicate the number of Annual 
Report sections fully completed (100%) but in a pending status (not yet submitted as “final”). 
 

 
 
 
Table 2. CPCs with IOMS pending (shaded blue cells) Annual Reports in 2021 and 2022 in each category 
(P1A1: Part 1/Annex 1, P2S3: Part 2/Section 3). Field “Remarks” indicate the CPC actions needed and the 
time required. 
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Table 3. List of IOMS enhancements proposed, discussed, and adopted to be developed intersessionally. The development time is a preliminary qualitative indicator.  

No
. Enhancement (short description) 

Cost  
(dev. 
time) 

Adopte
d 

(Yes/No
) 

Intersessional 
work 

(Yes/No) 
Status (current) 

1 Allow formatting (rich text) of non-protected cells of the exported Annual Report in EXCEL low Yes No Done 
2 Make the cells bigger, font smaller or wrap text to be able to see what is required low Yes No Done 

3 Automatic message to the IOMS user informing the submission has been successful  
(cc to: info@iccat.int) medium Yes  Yes  Studying 

4 Change “organization” to CPC low Yes Yes Almost complete 

5 Show percentage of CPCs which have completed the Annual Report  
(e.g., 19 CPCs out of 57 = 33.3%, particularly on the deadline + 1) medium Yes  Yes  Studying 

6 Order alphabetically those with 100% complete, not in order of completion, and add “date 
submitted” column to graph  medium Yes Yes Studying 

7 Option to cancel an “importing” file  high No No N/A 
(current version satisfies this request) 

8 In the management files, the redundant requirements do not appear, but they do appear in 
the scientific extract; they should not appear in either low Yes Yes Almost complete 

9 Cabo Verde should be Cabo Verde (same for Côte d’Ivoire and Türkiye) low Yes Yes Almost complete 

10 Invert the "not-applicable" (negative) response to "applicable" (positive) response 
(choices: Yes/True & No/False), with the “No/False” response requiring an explanation  high Yes Yes Ongoing  

(completion target date: 30-06-2023) 

11 If requirements are edited manually by the Secretariat Staff at the request of the CPC/original 
submitter, is it necessary to save it as a new version and that our name appears?  medium No No  
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Table 4. Current IOMS user roles adopted (added the last three additional roles).  
 

CURRENT model (roles/users) 

UserCode Description English Description Spanish Description French 

ICCATSEC_ADMIN 

Admin user in the ICCAT Secretariat. You will be 
able to register users of all roles and CPCs, add 
new roles, organizations, data requests, 
requirements, regulations, consult the audit table 
that collects the information of the web services 
consumed by the user, edit the main menu and 
consult the api used for the IOMS web services. 

Usuario administrador de la Secretaría de ICCAT: 
Podrá registrar usuarios para todos los roles y las 
CPC, añadir nuevos roles, organizaciones, peticiones 
de datos, requisitos, regulaciones, consultar la tabla 
de auditoría que recoge la información de los 
servicios web utilizados por el usuario, editar el 
menú principal y consultar la api utilizada para los 
servicios web del IOMS. 

Utilisateur administrateur du Secrétariat de 
l'ICCAT. Celui-ci pourra enregistrer les utilisateurs 
pour tous les rôles et CPC, ajouter de nouveaux rôles, 
organisations, demandes de données, exigences, 
réglementations, consulter le tableau d'audit qui 
recueille les informations des services Web utilisés 
par l'utilisateur, modifier le menu principal et 
consulter l'API utilisée pour les services Web de 
l'IOMS. 

ICCATSEC_OFFICER 
Regular officer in the ICCAT Secretariat. You 
will have permissions to use all IOMS 
functionalities, except for administration tasks. 

Usuario regular de la Secretaría de ICCAT: contará 
con permisos para utilizar todas las funcionalidades 
del IOMS, exceptuando las tareas de administración. 

Utilisateur régulier du Secrétariat de l’ICCAT. 
Celui-ci aura l'autorisation d'utiliser toutes les 
fonctionnalités de l'IOMS, à l'exception des tâches 
d'administration. 

CPC_ADMIN Admin user in a CPC. You can register CPC Officer 
users that are within your own CPC. 

Usuario administrador de una CPC. Podrá 
registrar usuarios que sean funcionarios de su 
propia CPC. 

Utilisateur administrateur d’une CPC. Celui-ci 
pourra enregistrer les utilisateurs qui sont 
fonctionnaires de sa propre CPC. 

CPC_OFFICER 
Regular officer in a CPC. You will have 
permissions to use all the IOMS functionalities of 
your own CPC, except for administration tasks. 

Usuario regular de una CPC. Contará con permisos 
para utilizar todas las funcionalidades del IOMS de 
su propia CPC, exceptuando las tareas de 
administración. 

Utilisateur régulier d’une CPC. Celui-ci aura 
l'autorisation d'utiliser toutes les fonctionnalités de 
l’IOMS de sa propre CPC, à l'exception des tâches 
d'administration. 

CPC_FLAG_ADMIN Admin user of a Flag CPC. You can register CPC 
Flag Officer users that are within your own Flag. 

Usuario administrador en una CPC de pabellón. 
Podrá registrar a los usuarios de la CPC de pabellón 
de su propia CPC de pabellón. 

Utilisateur administrateur d’une CPC de pavillon. 
Celui-ci pourra enregistrer les utilisateurs de la CPC 
de pavillon de sa propre CPC de pavillon. 

CPC_FLAG_OFFICER 
Regular officer of a Flag CPC. You will have 
permissions to use all the IOMS functionalities of 
your own Flag, except for administration tasks. 

Usuario regular de una CPC de pabellón. Contará 
con permisos para utilizar todas las funcionalidades 
de IOMS de su propia CPC de pabellón, exceptuando 
las tareas de administración. 
 

Utilisateur régulier d’une CPC de pavillon. Celui-ci 
aura l'autorisation d'utiliser toutes les 
fonctionnalités de l’IOMS de sa propre CPC de 
pavillon, à l'exception des tâches d'administration. 

ICCAT_CHAIR 
ICCAT Chairs of a subsidiary body. You will be 
able to access with read permissions all the IOMS 
information.  

Presidente de un organismo auxiliar de ICCAT. 
Tendrán acceso de lectura de toda la información de 
IOMS. 

Président d’un organe subsidiaire de l’ICCAT. 
Celui-ci pourra accéder avec des autorisations de 
lecture à toutes les informations de l'IOMS. 
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Table 5. Adopted changes to the map of IOMS user’s rights and access levels (descriptors in legend below). The new category “Edit (v)” added for future updates 
requiring CPC posterior validations of preliminary work. 
   ICCATSEC_ADMIN ICCATSEC_OFFICER CPC_ADMIN CPC_OFFICER CPC_FLAG_ADMIN CPC_FLAG_OFFICER ICCAT_CHAIR 

Module Section Element Own data Others Own data Others Own 
data Others Own data Others Own data Others Own data Others Own data Others 

IOMS core Main dashboard Main dashboard - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 
IOMS core Data request Data requests - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core Data request Data Request by CPC - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core Data request Requirements - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core Messaging Inbox/Outbox Edit Read Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - 
IOMS core Messaging New thread Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - 
IOMS core Administration Users Edit Edit Edit - Edit - - - Edit - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Roles - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration CPCs - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Data Requests - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Flags - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Requirements - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Standard responses - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Regulations - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Audit - Read - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Manage menu - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Feedback Edit Read Edit Read Edit Read Edit Read Edit Read Edit Read Edit Read 
IOMS core Administration API Documentation - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core Administration API Documentation Vessels - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core Administration Change log - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core Administration Help Manager - Edit - - - - - - - - - - - - 
IOMS core User menu Profile Edit Edit Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - 
IOMS core User menu Send feedback Edit Read Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - 
IOMS core User menu Help - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core User menu Theme Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - 
IOMS core User menu Notifications Edit - - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core User menu Alerts Edit - - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read 
IOMS core User menu Language Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - Edit - 

Annual report Annual report Annual reports Dashboard - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 
Annual report Annual report Edit/add report - Edit - Edit Edit - Edit - - - - - - Read 
Annual report Annual report Summary reports - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 
Annual report Annual report Status by requirement - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 
Annual report Annual report Guidelines Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - Read - 

Annual report Annual report 
Export Annual Report 
(*testing) - Read - Read - - - - - - - - - Read 

Annual report Annual report Export All Annual reports - Read - Read - - - - - - - - - Read 
Vessel Manager Vessels dashboard Vessels dashboard - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 
Vessel Manager  management Vessels management - Edit - Edit Edit - Edit - - - - - - Read 
Vessel Manager Vessels registered Vessels registered - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 

Vessel Manager Vessels 
authorizations Vessels authorizations - Read - Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read Read - Read 

Vessel Manager Owners/operators Owners/operators - Edit - Edit Edit - Edit - Read - Read - - - 
Legend (rights): 

Grant Meaning 
Read Reading rights 
Edit Editing rights 

Edit (v) Editing rights, subject to validation by CPC Officer or CPC Admin 
- No rights / Not applicable 
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Table 6. Revised IOMS workplan adopted by the Group, covering ongoing and future development phases. Shaded cells indicate the major updates made to the 2022 
workplan. Details of each phase are shown at the bottom. Phases 4 and 5 are preliminary module references. 
 
Phase 
start Priority Module

/Task Description Data requirements Dev.  
Status 

Date 
start 

Date 
end 

Phase 
end Budget Remarks 

1 1 Module IOMS core/database n/a COMPLETE 2019-06-01 2021-08-
01 2 COM-18   

1 2 Module IOMS annual report  
(Part II/Section 3, Part I/Annex 1) S:GEN01, M:GEN01 COMPLETE 2019-06-01 2021-08-

01 2 COM-18   

1 3 Task IOMS in production  COMPLETE 2019-06-01 2021-08-
01 2 COM-18   

1 1 Task Training/workshop sessions (Phase 1)  COMPLETE 2022-04-28 2022-09-
01 2 COM-18 Two sessions (4 hours each) 

1 1 Task  Maintenance  
(including improvements & error fixing)   Ongoing 2019-06-01 n/a n/a COM-18 Continuous task (maintenance) 

2 1 Module Dynamic Help system (module) n/a COMPLETE 2021-03-31 2022-03-
31 2 CPC (EU) EU voluntary contributions (2021, 

2022) 
2 1 Task Adjustments to the new roles definition n/a COMPLETE 2022-02-15 2022-03-

15 2 COM-19 Adopted by WG-ORT 2022 

2 1 Module ICCAT Vessel Manager 

Up to 21 data requirements (Vessel registration, 
11 authorisation lists, carriers, chartering 
arrangements, transhipment authorizations, 
previous year activity) 

Ongoing 2021-03-01 2023-10-
31 3 

COM-19 
& CPC 
(EU) 

Development extended to Phase 3 
(10 additional months) jointly with 
UN/FLUX integration. Partially 
covered by EU voluntary 
contributions (2021, 2022, 2023) 

2 1 Task UN/FLUX integration into Vessel Manager All requirements of Vessel registration and 
authorizations (11 lists) Ongoing 2022-04-01 2023-11-

30 3 CPC (EU) EU voluntary contributions (2021, 
2022, 2023) 

2 2 Module Enhancements to Dynamic Help system 
(generalization) n/a Ongoing 2022-04-01 2023-03-

31 3 CPC (EU) Near completion (final tests) 

2 1 Task Vessels training/workshop session(s) n/a Planned 2023-10-05 2023-10-
05 3 COM-19 IOMS users preliminary tests on 

Vessel module (1 session) 

3 1 Module Form Manager Module to upload and manage all ICCAT forms 
(ST, CP, TG) Planned 2023-07-01 2023-12-

31 3 COM-21  Start & end dates: estimates 

3 2 Module Port Manager M:BFT21, M:SWO10 Planned 2024-01-01 2024-05-
31 3 COM-21  Start & end dates: estimates 

3 1 Task Form manager & Port manager training/workshop 
sessions n/a Planned TBD TBD 3 COM-21 To decide of 1 session each 

3 1 Module Shark/Billfish Check Sheets Manager M:SHK05, M:BIL01 Planned 2024-05-01 TBD 4 COM-21 
To study the possibilities of re-using 
AR module code / Start date may 
change 

3 1 Task Shark/Billfish Check Sheets training/workshop 
sessions n/a Planned TBD TBD 3 COM-21   

4 1 Module T1NC (Task 1 nominal catches) Manager S:GEN03 Planned 2024-06-30 TBD  COM-23 Start date may change (pending 
study on time required) 

4 2 Module Compliance tables (COCT) Manager M:GEN03 Planned 2024-06-30 TBD  COM-23 Start date may change (pending 
study on time required) 

4 1 Task T1NC/COCT training/workshop sessions n/a Planned TBD TBD  COM-23   
4 1 Task Improvements and error fixing n/a Planned TBD TBD   COM-23   
5 1 Module SDP programs (SWO, BET) M:TRO06, M:SWO01 Planned    COM-23   

5 2 Module Bluefin tuna (BFT) weekly and monthly reports 
Manager M:BFT22, M:BFT23, M:TRO14 weekly BET Planned    COM-23   

5 3 Module Task 2 - Catch and effort S:GEN04 Planned    COM-23   
5 1 Task Improvements and error fixing   Planned       COM-23   
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Complementary information on IOMS Phases: 
Phase Start End Budget 

(months) 
COM 

meeting 
Budget 

Year Budget Type 

Phase 1 2019-06-01 2020-05-31 12 annual 2018 Extraordinary 
Phase 2 2020-06-01 2022-05-31 24 biennial 2019 Regular 
Phase 3 2022-06-01 2024-05-31 24 biennial 2021 Regular 
Phase 4 2024-06-01 2026-05-31 25 biennial 2023 Regular 
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Appendix 1 
 

Agenda 
 

 
1.  Opening of the Meeting  
 
2.  Appointment of Rapporteur  
 
3.  Adoption of the agenda and meeting arrangements  
 
4.  Review of ICCAT regulations with implications on the Working Group’s mandate  
 
5.  Status update of the Integrated Online Management System (IOMS) (Phases 2 and 3)  
 

5.1 Review of current status  
5.2  Potential enhancements based on the current knowledge  
5.3  Review of the 2023 ICCAT data requirements for IOMS integration  
5.4  Update to dynamic help system enhancements (1 year: Apr 2022-Mar 2023) 

 
6.  Review of IOMS roles and user rights in data access 
 
7.  UN/FLUX system explained (vessel record and beyond)  
 
8.  Update and approval of the IOMS workplan  
 
         8.1  Review of the current modules in development and planned  
         8.2  Proposal of new modules for Phases 3 and 4  
         8.3  Rescheduling the IOMS roadmap for Phase 3 and Phase 4 (module priorities)  
         8.4  Planning the training for IOMS users (training courses, workshops)  
 
9.  Status update of the GEF-ABNJ II project on the IOMS (4 years starting in 2023)  
 
10.  Redundancy on data requirements  
 
          10.1 Status update on “elimination of redundancy”  
          10.2 Strategic plan to eliminate redundancy  
 
11.  Intersessional work required in 2023 (Group and Secretariat)  
 
12.  Other matters  
 
13.  Adoption of report and adjournment 
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Lederhouse, Terra 
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Tel: +1 301 427 8360, E-Mail: terra.lederhouse@noaa.gov 
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Campbell, Derek 
Attorney-Advisor International Section, Office of General Counsel - International Law, National Oceanic and 
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Washington, D.C. 20230, United States 
Tel: +1 202 482 0031, Fax: +1 202 371 0926, E-Mail: derek.campbell@noaa.gov 
 
SCRS – CHAIR OF THE SUB COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS 
Lino, Pedro Gil 
Research Assistant, Instituto Português do Mar e da Atmosfera - I.P./IPMA, Avenida 5 Outubro s/n, 8700-305 Olhão, 
Faro, Portugal 
Tel: +351 289 700508, E-Mail: plino@ipma.pt 
 
CONTRACTING PARTIES 
 
ALGERIA  
Ouchelli, Amar * 
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Route des quatre canons, 16000 Alger 
Tel: +213 550 386 938, Fax: +213 234 95597, E-Mail: amarouchelli.dz@gmail.com; amar.ouchelli@mpeche.gov.dz 
 
Bouaouina, Chahrazed 
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Tel: +213 553 734 193, Fax: +213 239 755 55, E-Mail: chahrapeche1@gmail.com 
 
Tamourt, Amira 
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Tel: +213 664 367 720, E-Mail: miratamourt@gmail.com 
 
BELIZE 
Lanza, Valarie * 
Director of High Seas Fisheries, Belize High Seas Fisheries Unit, Ministry of Finance, Government of Belize, Keystone 
Building, Suite 501, 304, Newtown Barracks Belize City 
Tel: +501 223 4918, Fax: +501 223 5087, E-Mail: valerie.lanza@bhsfu.gov.bz; director@bhsfu.gov.bz 
 
Pinkard, Delice 
Senior Fisheries Officer, Belize High Seas Fisheries Unit, Ministry of Finance, Government of Belize, Keystone Building, 
Suite 501, 304 Newtown Barracks, Belize City 
Tel: +1 501 223 4918, Fax: +1 501 223 5087, E-Mail: delice.pinkard@bhsfu.gov.bz; sr.fishofficer@bhsfu.gov.bz 
 
BRAZIL 
Matos, Vitor Luis 
Chief of Division, Fisheries and Aquaculture Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Supply, Endereço Edifício 
Siderbrás - Secretaria da Aquicultura e Pesca do MAPA Reitoria IFB Asa Sul, A empresa está localizada no bairro DF - 
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Tel: +55 619 815 80931, E-Mail: vitor.matos@agro.gov.br 
 
CANADA 
Harris, William 
E-Mail: William.Harris@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 
 

 
* Head Delegate. 
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Tel: +1 506 608 0171, E-Mail: taryn.minch@dfo-mpo.gc.ca 
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Djou, Kouadio Julien 
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Tel: +225 79 15 96 22, Fax: +225 21 25 67 27, E-Mail: djoujulien225@gmail.com; ko.djou@ressourcesanimales.gouv.ci 
 
CURAÇAO 
Suarez, Carl Michael 
Senior operator of the Fishery Monitoring Centre, Ministry of Economic Development, Directorate of Economic Affairs, 
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Tel: +59 995 297 213, E-Mail: michael.suarez@gobiernu.cw 
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Badr, Fatma Elzahraa 
Fish Production Specialist, Agreements Administration, Lakes and Fish Resources Protection and Development Agency, 
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Tel: +201 092 348 338, Fax: +202 228 117 008, E-Mail: fatima.elzahraa.medo@gmail.com 
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Berzins, Maris 
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Statistical Agent, European Commission, DG Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, Unit C.4 - Data Management, J99 00/023, 
B-1049 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel: +32 2 29 84998, Fax: +32 2 29 86121, E-Mail: georgia.pavlou@ec.europa.eu 
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Ribeiro, Cristina 
DG MARE, Rue Joseph II, 1049 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel: +32 470 529 103, E-Mail: cristina-ribeiro@ec.europa.eu 
 
Schulz, Oliver 
DG MARE, Rue de la Loi 200 Office J99 00/045, 1049 Brussels, Belgium 
Tel: +32 229 60195, E-Mail: oliver.schulz@ec.europa.eu 
 
GABON 
Boupana Bola, Bernice Carol 
BP: 9498, Libreville Estuaire 
Tel: +241 075 39220, E-Mail: carolboupana@gmail.com; caroligaboughi@outlook.fr 
 
GHANA 
Kwame Dovlo, Emmanuel 
Ag. Deputy Director, Fisheries Scientific Survey Division, P.O. Box GP 630, Accra Tema 
Tel: +233 243 368 091, E-Mail: emmanuel.dovlo@fishcom.gov.gh; emkwdovlo@yahoo.co.uk 
 
GUATEMALA 
Aguilar Acabal, Wesley Alexander 
Bárcenas, Villa Nueva, Kilómetro 22 Ruta al Pacífico, Edificio la Ceiba MAGA, 01064 
Tel: +502 4365 4418, E-Mail: alexaguilardipesca@gmail.com 
 
Rodas Sánchez, María Rachel 
Kilómetro 22, Ruta al Pacífico, Edificio "La Ceiba", 01064 Bárcena, Villa Nueva Villa Nueva 
Tel: +502 664 09334, E-Mail: ashadud@gmail.com; ashadud@yahoo.es;  
mariarodasdpca.dipesca@gmail.com 
 
JAPAN 
Kumamoto, Jumpei 
Technical Official, Fisheries Agency, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, International Affairs Division, 
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 100-8907 
Tel: +81 3 3502 8460, Fax: +81 3 3504 2649, E-Mail: jumpei_kumamoto270@maff.go.jp 
 
MEXICO 
Soler Benítez, Bertha Alicia 
Comisión Nacional de Acuacultura y pesca (CONAPESCA), Av. Camarón Sábalo 1210 Fracc. Sábalo Country Club., 82100 
Mazatlán, Sinaloa 
Tel: +52 669 915 6900 Ext. 58462, E-Mail: bertha.soler@conapesca.gob.mx; berthaa.soler@gmail.com 
 
MOROCCO 
Abid, Noureddine 
Chercheur et ingénieur halieute au Centre Régional de recherche Halieutique de Tanger, Responsable du programme 
de suivi et d'étude des ressources des grands pélagiques, Centre régional de l'INRH à Tanger/M'dig, B.P. 5268, 90000 
Drabed, Tanger 
Tel: +212 53932 5134; +212 663 708 819, Fax: +212 53932 5139, E-Mail: nabid@inrh.ma 
 
Haoujar, Bouchra 
Cadre à la Division de Durabilité et d'Aménagement des Ressources Halieutiques, Département de la Pêche Maritime, 
Nouveau Quartier Administratif, BP 476, 10150 Haut Agdal, Rabat 
Tel: +212 253 768 8115, Fax: +212 537 688 089, E-Mail: haoujar@mpm.gov.ma 
 
Sabbane, Kamal 
Chef du Service du Suivi et du Contrôle par Outil informatique / DCAPM, Ministère de l'Agriculture de la Pêche Maritime, 
du Développement Rural et des Eaux et Forêts, Département de la Pêche Maritime, Nouveau Quartier Administratif ; BP 
476, 10090 Haut Agdal, Rabat 
Tel: +212 537 688 528, Fax: +212 537 688 382, E-Mail: sabbane@mpm.gov.ma 
 
NIGERIA 
Garba, Usman 
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Department of Fisheries and Aquaculture, 1 Wilmont Point 
Road, Off Ahmadu Bello Way, 101241 Victoria Island, Lagos 
Tel: +234 802 086 3461; +234 706 819 6006, E-Mail: garbashafa@gmail.com 
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PANAMA 
García, Génesis 
Captadora de datos, Autoridad de los Recursos Acuáticos de Panamá - ARAP, Dirección de Cooperación y Asuntos 
Pesqueros Internacionales, Ave. Justo Arosemena y Calle 45 Bella Vista, Edificio la Riviera 
Tel: +507 511 6000 Ext. 301; +507 617 80430, E-Mail: ggarcia@arap.gob.pa 
 
Vergara, Yarkelia 
Directora encargada de Cooperación y Asuntos pesqueros, Ministerio de Desarrollo Agropecuario, Autoridad de los 
Recursos Acuáticos de Panamá, Cooperación Técnica y Asuntos pesqueros Internacional, Edificio Riviera, Ave. Justo 
Arosemena, Calle 45 Bella Vista, 0819-02398 
Tel: +507 511 6008 (ext. 359), E-Mail: yvergara@arap.gob.pa; hsfs@arap.gob.pa 
 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Mamaila, Buyekezwa 
Department Of Forestry Fisheries and Environment, Foretrust Building Foreshore, Martin Hammerslaag, 8001 Cape 
Town 
Tel: +27 272 756 5804, Fax: +27 214 023 113, E-Mail: BMamaila@dffe.gov.za 
 
ST VINCENT AND GRENADINES 
Connell, Shamal 
Fisheries Officer, Fisheries Division, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries, Rural Transformation, Industry and 
Labour, Government of St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Lower Bay Street, VC0100 Kingstown St. Vincent and The 
Grenadines 
Tel: +1 784 456 2738, E-Mail: volcanicsoils@hotmail.com; fishdiv@gov.vc 
 
TUNISIA 
Ben Abdallah, Asma 
Ingénieur, Ministère de l'Agriculture, des Ressources Hydrauliques et de la Pêche, DGPA, 74 Citée olympique, 1004 
Tunis 
Tel: +216 718 90784; +216 969 25490, E-Mail: asmajk.benabdallah@gmail.com 
 
Mejri, Hamadi 
Directeur adjoint, Conservation des ressources halieutiques, Ministère de l’agriculture et des ressources hydrauliques 
et de la pêche, Direction Générale de la Pêche et de l'Aquaculture, 30, Rue Alain Savary - Le Belvédère, 1002 Tunis 
Tel: +216 24 012 780, Fax: +216 71 799 401, E-Mail: hamadi.mejri1@gmail.com 
 
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 
Blyth, Philippa 
Seacole Building, 2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF 
Tel: +44 208 474 4923, E-Mail: philippa.blyth@marinemanagement.org.uk 
 
Brown, James 
DEFRA, 2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF 
Tel: +44 791 761 9226, E-Mail: James.RJBrown@defra.gov.uk 
 
Eglintine, Steven 
MMO IUU Team Operations Room Lancaster House, 12 Alveston Close Sherbourne Park, Newcastle NE4 7YH 
Tel: +44 208 265 495, E-Mail: Steven.eglintine@marinemanagement.org.uk 
 
Etridge, Callum 
Fisheries Analyst, Marine Management Organisation (MMO), First Floor, Seacole Wing, 2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 
3JR 
Tel: +44 208 720 4410, E-Mail: Callum.Etridge@marinemanagement.org.uk 
 
King, Thomas 
International Fisheries Policy Officer, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra), Marine & Fisheries 
Directorate, First Floor, Seacole Wing, 2 Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF 
Tel: +44 777 661 5108, E-Mail: Thomas.King@defra.gov.uk 
 
UNITED STATES 
Keller, Bryan 
Foreign Affairs Specialist, Office of International Affairs, Trade and Commerce (F/IATC), NOAA, National Marine 
Fisheries Service, 1315 East-West Highway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Tel: +1 202 897 9208; +1 301 427 7725, E-Mail: bryan.keller@noaa.gov 
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URUGUAY 
Domingo, Andrés * 
Dirección Nacional de Recursos Acuáticos - DINARA, Laboratorio de Recursos Pelágicos, Constituyente 1497, 11200 
Montevideo 
Tel: +5982 400 46 89, Fax: +5982 401 32 16, E-Mail: dimanchester@gmail.com 
 
 
Forselledo, Rodrigo 
Investigador, Dirección Nacional de Recursos Acuáticos - DINARA, Laboratorio de Recursos Pelágicos, Constituyente 
1497, CP 11200 Montevideo 
Tel: +598 2400 46 89, Fax: +598 2401 3216, E-Mail: rforselledo@gmail.com 
 
VENEZUELA 
Novas, María Inés 
Directora General de la Oficina de Integración y Asuntos Internacionales, Ministerio del Poder Popular de Pesca y 
Acuicultura - MINPESCA 
Tel: +58 412 456 3403, E-Mail: asesoriasminv@gmail.com; oai.minpesca@gmail.com 
 
Rodriguez, Arvin 
Analista de Multilaterales de la Oficina de Integración y Asuntos Internacionales 
E-Mail: oai.minpesca@gmail.com 
 
 
OBSERVERS FROM COOPERATING NON-CONTRACTING PARTIES, ENTITIES, FISHING ENTITIES 
 
COSTA RICA 
Álvarez Sánchez, Liliana 
Funcionaria de la Oficina Regional del Caribe – Limón, Instituto Costarricense de Pesca y Acuicultura, 4444 
Tel: +506 863 09387, Fax: +506 263 00600, E-Mail: lalvarez@incopesca.go.cr 
 
Pacheco Chaves, Bernald 
Instituto Costarricense de Pesca y Acuicultura, INCOPESCA, Departamento de Investigación, Cantón de Montes de Oro, 
Puntarenas, 333-5400 
Tel: +506 899 22693, E-Mail: bpacheco@incopesca.go.cr 
 
 
 

***** 
 

ICCAT Secretariat 
C/ Corazón de María 8 – 6th floor, 28002 Madrid – Spain 

Tel: +34 91 416 56 00; Fax: +34 91 415 26 12; E-mail: info@iccat.int 
 
Manel, Camille Jean Pierre 
Neves dos Santos, Miguel 
Cheatle, Jenny 
Palma, Carlos 
Mayor, Carlos 
De Andrés, Marisa 
Parrilla Moruno, Alberto Thais 
Idrissi, M'Hamed 
Baity, Dawn 
Gallego Sanz, Juan Luis 
García, Jesús 
Maestre, Manuel 
Martínez Herranz, Javier 
Muñoz, Juan Carlos 

Pagá, Alfonso 
Portel, Dashiel 
Samedy, Valérie 
Sanz, José 
Vieito, Aldana 
 
ICCAT INTERPRETERS 
Baena Jiménez, Eva J. 
Calmels, Ellie 
Gelb Cohen, Beth 
Liberas, Christine 
Linaae, Cristina 
Pinzon, Aurélie 
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